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QUESTION 1

What are two of the advantages to using the Native/Image view instead of the Text view when reviewing documents?
(Select two.) 

A. If there is images present in the original documents, the Native/Image view displays these images. 

B. If there is hidden content, such as tracked changes or comments, the Native/Image view always displays this
content. 

C. The Native/Image view offers a more accurate rendering of original document formats. 

D. The Native/Image view displays complete keyword hit highlighting, and the Text view displays only limited keyword
hit highlighting. 

E. The Native/Image view enables users to download a native copy of documents. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

A Case Team needs to collect data from file shares without including files that have an .flv extension. How should this
be performed? 

A. collect all of the data, then use the content filters in Analysis and Review to tag the content as Irrelevant 

B. collect the data using the exclude only specific file extensions option and enter the .flv file extension 

C. collect the data using the include only specific file types and select all file types that are only to be included in the
collection 

D. collect the data using the include only the specific files to be included in the collection 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two prerequisite configuration steps are recommended for installing the Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform
7.x? (Select two.) 

A. turn off virus scanning 

B. set the Windows page file to 2.5 times the amount of memory 

C. turn on the Windows Data Execution Prevention for essential Windows programs and services only 

D. turn off opportunistic locking for volumes that will contain indexes 

E. disable Windows memory dump 

Correct Answer: AE 
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QUESTION 4

What is a derived message in the Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.x? 

A. a message that was de-duplicated out of the population, but was included in the message thread 

B. a message that was identified from the content of another message rather than individually 

C. a message that was extracted from a zip container file 

D. an email message that was attached to another email message 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What shows the lifecycle chart of a case and the different stages of collections through pre- processing, processing,
review, and production? 

A. Data Analytics page 

B. Review Dashboard 

C. Case Reports 

D. Analysis and Review page 

Correct Answer: A 
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